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Improved patient journeys
and medical care
Eagle International Ltd is a leading UK supplier of
bespoke ambulance and specialist vehicles to private
medical and healthcare markets worldwide, supplying a
range of conversions throughout the UK, Europe,
Middle East and Asia. 

The company understands that quality and ergonomic
design is paramount in creating a bespoke ambulance
conversion. That’s why its conversions feature the latest
designs, technology and materials resulting in a flawless
conversion, manufactured to your specifications. Eagle
International’s dedicated design team ensures your
needs are met in every aspect providing the perfect
working environment.

Irrespective of size, all ambulance operators need to
sustain high levels of fleet availability and patient care.
Ambulance vehicles must provide highly efficient,
functional and safe environments for the delivery of care
and treatment to ensure the wellbeing of crew.

Eagle International delivers ambulance conversions
that improve the patient journey and the medical care
they receive. The company’s bespoke conversions
include A&E, HDU, PTS, specialist vehicles, bariatric
capable ambulances, armoured vehicles, mobile clinics,
command and control vehicles, 4x4 extraction vehicles,
military ambulances and rapid response vehicles.

Eagle International Ltd: Stand OS77
www.eagle999.co.uk 

Surf rescue boat makes
waves in flood rescue
Arancia Inshore Rescue Boats have been helping to
keep beaches safe around the world for the last 37
years. Made in New Zealand and used by the RNLI, 
Surf Life Saving GB and numerous international
lifesaving organisations, it has a proven track record
saving thousands of lives worldwide in often extreme
conditions. This pedigree borne from its exceptional
handling in white water has made the transition from the
surf to flood rescue a simple one. 

Arancias are hand built for quality, performance and
safety, meeting ISO 6185 Inflatable Boat Standards, 
ISO 9002 Quality Assurance & EU Recreational Craft
Directive (CE Mark). The A380s come with adjustable
foot-straps, tow rope, anchor, tool bag, two stowage
bags and a padded carry bag as standard with optional
extra carrying handles, SOLAS tape, rubbing strakes and
towing bridle. The unique shape creates a highly
manoeuvrable craft, while the removable GRP floor and
inflatable keel allows the boat to be rolled up and easily
stored or transported in a vehicle. The A380 is best
powered by a 25 or 30hp engine with specifically
designed stainless steel propeller and prop deflector for
flood and river rescue work, which complements the
shallow ‘V’ keel with V-strip creating the superior
handling capabilities.

Shropshire Fire and Rescue Service purchased an
Arancia in 2009 and has been enthusing about it ever
since. Recently Devon and Somerset Fire and Rescue
Service (DSFRS) also acquired its first Arancia. Paul
Godwin, DSFRS’s Specialist Rescue Manager, said, “The
Arancia is proving to be a very versatile and stable craft,
which is deemed to be able to meet the demanding
conditions faced by crews when undertaking flood and
river rescues. The craft supplied by Rescue Marine
Services is especially suited for training inexperienced

crews in boat handling as it is a safe and forgiving
platform in the delivery of swift water rescue boat
training.”

Paul O’Sullivan, from R3 SAR, which had an Arancia
on loan for 18 months, said, “Having used the Arancia as
part of our Swift water and Flood Rescue boat training
fleet it has certainly shown itself to have a key role in
inland swift water/flood rescue boat operations. Its size
and manoeuvrability are ideal when operating in limited
space/high energy water and the large sponsons
provide better stability and support than would be
expected in a boat this size. Additionally, its light weight
makes launch/recovery much easier and is particularly
useful if the boat needs to be carried a short distance
from one area of flooding to another.”

You can see the Arancia as well as the specialist flood
rescue propellers, prop deflectors, fuel tanks and
engines at the show and, through a partnership with 
Surf Life Saving GB, a flood rescue Arancia is available
to borrow should you want to trial it.

Rescue Marine Services Ltd: Stand OS78
www.rescuemarine.eu
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Specialist
vehicles put
to the test

It is over 50 years now since Volvo started supplying
vehicles to the emergency services in the UK. The
company is one of the few car manufacturers to offer
factory modified vehicles, for use in this sector. All
vehicles supplied have been tested in emergency
driving scenarios by Volvo’s engineers to ensure that
they perform in some of the harshest situations.

Volvo is able to provide fully equipped police,
ambulance and fire vehicles as a turnkey solution
through its UK based approved converters, working with
its customers from quote to delivery. In addition, the
company offers a dedicated blue light aftersales 
back-up service to ensure your vehicles remain mobile.

If you require model information, a quote or would like
to try one of Volvo’s blue light equipped demonstrators,
please don’t hesitate to call 01628 422214 or e-mail:
vcuksv@volvocars.com

The Volvo Emergency Services Team will once 
again be attending the Emergency Services Show 
this year.

Volvo Special Vehicles: Stand H60
www.volvocars.com/uk


